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EXT. HIDDEN LEAF VILLAGE. DAY1 1

Exhausted and famished after a long day of working, NARUTO 
walks down a path through the Hidden Leaf Village on his way 
to the Ramen Stand. As he walks past some trees, a figure 
suddenly appears, jumping out towards him.

BORUTO
Hey old man!!!

BORUTO swings his fist at his father, but his father vanishes 
in a puff of smoke. The real NARUTO stands several metres 
away.

NARUTO
Hey BORUTO! You’ll have to do 
better than that if you want to 
beat a Hokage. Tell your mother 
I’ll be home later tonight.

NARUTO tries to walk past but BORUTO stands firm.

BORUTO
Not so fast, dad. You might have 
some cool Hokage techniques, but 
wait until you see what I’ve been 
working on!

NARUTO
So, you’ve finally done some 
training huh? It’ll be good to 
stretch my legs!

BORUTO
It won’t be like last time, believe 
it!

BORUTO steps back into a fighting stance.

EXT. TRAINING GROUND. DAY2 2

FLASHBACK: SASUKE stands before BORUTO.

SASUKE
He is strong. But he’s not 
unbeatable. The only way that 
NARUTO will acknowledge you is if 
you become strong like him. Show me 
how far your training has come. 
Come on.

BORUTO steps back into a fighting stance.

CUT TO:



EXT. HIDDEN LEAF VILLAGE. DAY3 3

BORUTO runs forward towards NARUTO, unleashing a series of 
punches and kicks that his father easily avoids. BORUTO grabs 
his kunai and throws them, but right before they hit his 
opponent, NARUTO vanishes in a puff of smoke, substituting 
himself with a log. The kunai embed themselves in the wood, 
and the log plummets to the ground.

BORUTO
Hey, no fair!

Behind him, NARUTO laughs.

NARUTO
Come on son, you’ll never catch me 
like that!

EXT. PARK. DAY4 4

FLASHBACK: KAKASHI sits at a table reading a book. He looks 
up at BORUTO.

KAKASHI
Huh? NARUTO? Jeez... He might be 
strong but he tends to run headlong 
into things without thinking too 
hard about it. Use your head!

KAKASHI smiles and puts his hands together.

CUT TO:

EXT. HIDDEN LEAF VILLAGE. DAY5 5

BORUTO puts his hands together. 

BORUTO
Shadow Clone Technique!

A SHADOW CLONE appears near to BORUTO. The two run towards 
NARUTO.

NARUTO dodges their attacks effortlessly, weaving from side 
to side as his son throws numerous punches and kicks. NARUTO 
scores a hit on the SHADOW CLONE, and it vanishes.

BORUTO leaps backwards, gaining some space between him and 
his opponent. He conjures two more SHADOW CLONES, who run 
towards NARUTO. A third SHADOW CLONE is summoned, and helps 
BORUTO charge a Rasengan. NARUTO weaves and dodges around the 
two SHADOW CLONES, but they manage to grab hold of him. 
BORUTO fires his Rasengan which flies towards his father. 
NARUTO disappears in a puff of smoke, leaving the two SHADOW 
CLONES hugging a log of wood. 
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It takes a second for them to realise what has happened, and 
they panic moments before being destroyed by the Rasengan.

NARUTO appears behind BORUTO, placing his hands together, and 
performing a One Thousand Years of Death technique. BORUTO 
flies forwards, colliding with the third SHADOW CLONE and 
dematerialising it. BORUTO struggles to get up off the 
ground.

NARUTO watches his son with much amusement.

NARUTO
Come on BORUTO, you’d have seen 
that coming if you’d paid more 
attention in class.

NARUTO laughs.

CUT TO:

EXT. FOREST. DAY6 6

FLASHBACK: KONOHAMARU laughs at BORUTO.

KONOHAMARU
So you want to get his attention, 
huh? I know a technique that’s 
guaranteed to get anyone to notice 
you! It’s great for distracting 
people. I’ll show you “that 
technique.”

After a quick hand movement, KONOHAMARU erupts in a puff of 
smoke. As the smoke clears, BORUTO stares at KONOHAMARU in 
shock.

EXT. HIDDEN LEAF VILLAGE. DAY7 7

BORUTO breathes heavily. He brings his hands together.

BORUTO
Everything I do, you’re always one 
step ahead. But I have been 
training... Training to beat you, 
believe it! I guess it’s time to 
use “that technique.”

NARUTO watches on in anticipation.

BORUTO disappears in a puff of smoke. When the smoke clears, 
SEXY JUTSU is left standing there.

NARUTO’s jaw drops. He begins running forward. SEXY JUTSU
motions towards him, opening her arms. NARUTO runs right 
past. SEXY JUTSU’s face sinks. 
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She turns around to see the RAMEN SHOP OWNER putting out a 
sign reading “50% off Ramen,” and NARUTO sprinting towards 
it.

EXT. HIDDEN LEAF VILLAGE. CONTINUOUS8 8

SEXY JUTSU catches up to NARUTO, who is slurping down a bowl 
of ramen. SAKURA walks in, and upon seeing NARUTO next to 
SEXY JUTSU, erupts in a rage.

SAKURA
NARUTO, what the hell is wrong with 
you, teaching your son such 
perverted jutsu?!

NARUTO
Huh, SAKURA? What perverted jutsu?

SAKURA
(angrily)

SHANNARO!!!

SAKURA punches NARUTO in the face, knocking him unconscious. 
SEXY JUTSU is engulfed in smoke, reverting back to a stunned 
BORUTO.

EXT. HIDDEN LEAF VILLAGE. LATER9 9

BORUTO sits next to his father at the ramen shop. NARUTO has 
a black eye.

BORUTO
She’s scary.

NARUTO
Yeah, you don’t want to mess with 
her, believe it.

The two enjoy ramen together.

FIN
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